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Abstract
We present problems in different application areas: tandem repeats (computational biology), poetry and music analysis, and
author validation, that require a more sophisticated pattern matching model that hitherto considered.
We introduce a new matching criterion—generalized function matching—that encapsulates the notion suggested by the above
problems. The generalized function matching problem has as its input a text T of length n over alphabet ΣT ∪ {φ} and a pattern
P = P [0]P [1] · · ·P [m− 1] of length m over alphabet ΣP ∪ {φ}. We seek all text locations i where the prefix of the substring that
starts at i is equal to f (P [0])f (P [1]) · · ·f (P [m − 1]), for some function f :ΣP → Σ∗T .
We give a polynomial time algorithm for the generalized pattern matching problem over bounded alphabets. We identify in this
problem an interesting phenomenon that has been rare in pattern matching. One where the complexity of the naive solution is
a polynomial with the alphabet size in the exponent. This causes a significant complexity difference between the bounded alphabet
and infinite alphabet case. We prove that the generalized pattern matching problem over infinite alphabets is NP-hard.
© 2006 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
The last few decades have prompted the evolution of pattern matching from a combinatorial solution of the exact
string matching problem [15,17] to an area concerned with approximate matching of various relationships motivated
by computational molecular biology, computer vision, and complex searches in digitized and distributed multimedia
libraries [8,14]. In [2] a new generalized matching paradigm, that of function matching, was introduced. In this paper
we generalize the function matching model to make it more suitable for several important applications in a number of
diverse areas.
In the traditional pattern matching model, one seeks exact occurrences of a given pattern in a text, i.e. text locations
where every text symbol is equal to its corresponding pattern symbol. In the parameterized matching problem, intro-
duced by Baker [10], one seeks text locations where there exists a bijection f on the alphabet for which every text
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A. Amir, I. Nor / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 5 (2007) 514–523 515symbol is equal to the image under f of the corresponding pattern symbol. Baker’s main motivation lay in software
maintenance, where program fragments are to be considered “identical” even if variable names are different. There-
fore, strings under this model are comprised of symbols from two disjoint sets Σ and Π containing fixed symbols
and parameter symbols respectively. In this paradigm, one seeks parameterized occurrences, i.e., occurrences up to
renaming of the parameter symbols, of a string in another. This renaming is a bijection b :Π → Π .
In [2] it was pointed out that for some applications f cannot be a bijection. Rather, it should be simply a function.
More precisely, P matches T at location i if for every element a ∈ Σ , all occurrences of a have the same correspond-
ing symbol in T . In other words, unlike in parameterized matching, there may be a several different symbols in the
pattern which are mapped to the same text symbol.
An example of a problem where parameterized matching proves insufficient and function matching is required is
the following.
One of the interesting problems in web searching is searching for color images (e.g. [5,9,20]). The simplest possible
cases is searching for an icon in a screen, a task that the Human–Computer Interaction Lab at the University of
Maryland was confronted with. If the colors were fixed, then this is exact two-dimensional pattern matching [4].
However, if the color map is different the exact matching algorithm would not find the pattern. Parameterized two-
dimensional search is precisely what is needed. If, in addition, we are also willing to lose resolution, then we would
use a two-dimensional function matching search.
However, even a function f :Σ → Σ cannot answer more sophisticated questions on the text structure where the
repeating element is not a single symbol, but rather, say, a substring. A very useful and famous example is the tandem
repeat.
Tandemly repeated DNA sequences are widespread throughout the human genome and show sufficient variability
among individuals in a population that they have become important in several fields including genetic mapping,
linkage analysis, and human identity testing. This importance has led to very active research in efficient algorithms to
find tandem repeats (e.g. [11]). Tandem repeats may appear in various lengths. They are called satellites in the ranges
of 100 Kb to over 1 Mb, minisatellites in the ranges of 1–20 Kb, and microsatellites or short tandem repeats (STRs)
in the range of 1–6 base pairs. The repeat is not just a single repetition. In the case of STR’s, for example, the whole
repetitive region may span up to 150 base pairs. Thus, an analysis of a repeat region may be a query of the type: Find
a region of the form AAAAA, which means: “find a region where a substring appears adjacent to itself five times”.
Clearly one may think of more complex combinations, and interrelations between different substrings.
Other motivations for the problem may arise from poetry and music analysis, or author validation, among others.
Various forms of poetry have quite a rigid order and organization. For example, the English or Shakespearean sonnet
uses the rhyme scheme ABABCDCDEFEFGG, the Italian sonnet using the rhyme scheme ABBAABBACDECDE. Var-
ious music forms also have a distinct structure. One may want to search for a repeated theme, for instance. Finally, in
the authorship verification problem one is asked to verify authorship of an anonymous (or fraudulent) text (e.g. [16]).
It is possible that certain writing structure will give the clue.
The above examples are a sample of diverse application areas encountering search problems that are not solved
by state of the art methods in pattern matching. This need led us to introduce, in this paper, the generalized function
matching criterion, and to explore the efficiency of searching in this paradigm.
Definition 1. The Generalized Function Matching with Don’t Cares Problem (GFMφ) is defined as follows.
Input: Text T of length n over alphabet ΣT ∪{φ}. Pattern P of length m over alphabet ΣP ∪{φ}, where φ is a “don’t
care”. A φ in the text matches any pattern symbol, while φ in the pattern matches any text substring.
Output: Every index i for which there exist some function f :ΣP → Σ∗T , such that the prefix of the text substring
starting at i is equal to f (P [0])f (P [1]) · · ·f (P [m − 1]).
Function matching was a natural generalization of parameterized matching. However, relaxing the bijection re-
striction introduced non-trivial technical difficulties. Many powerful pattern matching techniques such as automata
methods [12,17], subword trees [13,23], dueling [4,21] and deterministic sampling [22] assume transitivity of the
matching relation. For any pattern matching criteria where transitivity does not exist, the above methods do not help.
Examples of pattern matching with non-transitive matching relation are string matching with “don’t cares” [15],
less-than matching [7], pattern matching with mismatches [1,18] and swapped matching [3,6,19]. It is interesting to
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were introduced by Fischer and Paterson [15] as a technique for solving pattern matching problems where the match
relation is not transitive. Indeed, in [2] convolutions played a key role in the efficient algorithm for function matching.
It turns out that for generalized function matching, even convolutions are not powerful enough.
The main contributions of this paper are:
We introduce a new type of generalized pattern matching, that of generalized function matching. It turns out that
this problem’s complexity is unusual in pattern matching in that the alphabet size appears in the exponent of the naive
algorithm’s complexity. This leads to the interesting phenomenon, where there is a significant complexity difference
between the bounded alphabet and infinite alphabet case. In all known pattern matching applications to date it was
always the case that a polynomial time algorithm for infinite alphabet existed whenever a polynomial time algorithm
for a bounded alphabet existed. A couple of examples are the exact matching case, where the time for both bounded and
infinite alphabet is linear [17], pattern matching with mismatches, where the time for bounded alphabets is O(n logm)
and for infinite alphabets is O(n
√
m logm) [1]. To our knowledge, this is the first case where a pattern matching
problem over a bounded alphabet can be solved in polynomial time but the infinite alphabet version is NP-hard.
2. The bounded alphabet case
We reformulate the problem using simplified notations.
The generalized function matching is the following.
Input: Text T = t0t1 · · · tn−1, ti ∈ ΣT , ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. Pattern P = p0p1 · · ·pm−1, pj ∈ ΣP , ∀j ∈ {0, . . . ,
m − 1}.
Output: All text locations i, for which ∃f :ΣP → Σ∗T such that T (i) = f (P ) (where we denote T (i) =
ti ti+1ti+2 · · · ti+, and f (P ) = f (p0)f (p1) · · ·f (pm−1)).
The generalized function matching with text don’t cares problem is similar to the generalized function matching, but
we allow “don’t care” symbols in the text. A text “don’t care” symbol, written as φ, matches any symbol in ΣT .
Formally, let S = s0s1 · · · sk , be a string over alphabet Σ and S′ = s′0s′1 · · · s′k be a string over alphabet Σ ∪ {φ}. We
say that S′ = S if for every i, i = 0, . . . , k, either s′i = si or s′i = φ.
The generalized function matching with text don’t cares problem is:
Input: Text T = t0t1 · · · tn−1, ti ∈ ΣT ∪ {φ}, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. Pattern P = p0p1 · · ·pm−1, pj ∈ ΣP , ∀j ∈
{0, . . . ,m − 1}.
Output: All text locations i, for which ∃f :ΣP → Σ∗T such that T (i) = f (P ).
When we introduce “don’t care” symbols to the pattern, they also get mapped by the function f , however, being
“don’t care” symbols, we want them to match anything in the text. A limiting assumption would be that a “don’t care”
can only match the image under f of a symbol from ΣP . We choose to apply the broadest possible interpretation,
where a “don’t care” symbol matches anything in T , and is not limited by any other “don’t care” symbol. Formally,
we define f (φ) to be an element of Σ∗T , with every occurrence of φ being mapped to a possibly different element
of Σ∗T .
The generalized function matching with don’t cares problem is:
Input: Text T = t0t1 · · · tn−1, ti ∈ ΣT ∪ {φ}, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. Pattern P = p0p1 · · ·pm−1, pj ∈ ΣP ∪ {φ}, ∀j ∈
{0, . . . ,m − 1}.
Output: All text locations i, for which ∃f :ΣP → Σ∗T such that T (i) = f (P ).
Note that T (i) = f (P ) also in the case where there are φ’s in T (i). Each such φ matches the symbol in f (P ) that
is aligned with it. Notice also that the φ’s in the pattern can be replaced by different characters that are not in ΣP .
Formally, let t be the number of don’t cares in the pattern. Define α0, α1, αt−1 (αi /∈ ΣP ). Let P ′ be the string obtained
by replacing the ith φ with αi , i = 0, . . . , t − 1.
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Proof. It is clear that any generalized function matching of P ′ in T is also a generalized function matching of P in T .
The other direction is also true since the only property that may be lost by the replacement is the injectivity. But since
function matching (unlike parameterized matching) does not require this property, this is not a problem. 
Note. The don’t cares replacement is linear relatively to |P |, since the maximal number of don’t cares in the pattern
is |P |.
We will show in Section 3 that the generalized function matching problem with don’t cares in the text only is NP-
hard for infinite alphabets. Lemma 1 guarantees that for infinite alphabets this problem is equivalent to the generalized
function matching with don’t cares problem. In this section we proceed to give a polynomial time algorithm for the
generalized function matching problem with don’t cares in the text only for bounded alphabets. The algorithm is
a simple greedy algorithm.
Algorithm’s Idea. For every text location i, consider every pattern symbol sequentially, trying to match it to all
possible substrings starting where the last matched substring ended. Clearly this greedy strategy “blows up” for in-
finite alphabets, but for bounded alphabets, once all symbols were assigned to a substring there is only one possible
assignment for every symbol.
We present a pseudocode of the algorithm and its time analysis.
Algorithm
1. For every text location i do:
2. For each alphabet symbol σ ∈ ΣP do:
Construct all potential fi(σ ) as follows:
For every i  k <  n, fi(σ ) is tk · · · t
endFor
3. For every possible constructed value of fi(p0) · · ·fi(pm−1) construct fi(P ).
4. If T (i) = fi(P ) then accept and halt
endFor
5. { No acceptance for all i } reject
end Algorithm
Algorithm’s Time. O(n2|ΣP |+1). It is easy to see that the algorithm can be streamlined and achieve time O(n|ΣP |+1).
In any event, for a fixed bounded alphabet, the time is O(nc) for some c—clearly polynomial.
3. The infinite alphabet case
Before proving the NP-completeness, it is necessary to convert the given optimization problem to a decision
problem. It is possible to choose the most general way for this purpose, so that the only requirement for the decision
problem is to answer the question “Is there a generalized function matching of the given pattern in the text?”. Formally,
the generalized function matching decision problem is the following.
Definition 2. The Generalized Function Matching with Don’t Cares Decision Problem (DGFMφ) is defined as fol-
lows.
Input: Text T = t0t1 · · · tn−1, ti ∈ ΣT ∪ {φ}, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. Pattern P = p0p1 · · ·pm−1, pj ∈ ΣP , ∀j ∈
{0, . . . ,m − 1}.
Decide: Is there a text locations i, for which ∃f :ΣP → Σ∗T where T (i) = f (P ).
Theorem 1. DGFMφ is NP-complete.
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tion i, and guess a function f :ΣP → ΣnT .
Now verify the following:
1. Construct f (P ) by replacing every pj by f (pj ).
2. Compare (character-by-character) T (i) to f (P ).
3. If there is equality then accept, else reject.
Clearly the guess is polynomial in the input size: at most n elements for each of the (possibly) m different symbols
of P , for a total of O(nm). The verification is linear time.
We now show that VCpm DGFMφ .
Definition 3. The Vertex Cover(VC) problem is the following.
Input: Graph G = (V ,E), positive integer k.
Decide: Does G contain V ′ ⊆ V , |V ′| k and ∀(vli , vri ) ∈ E, either vli ∈ V ′ or vri ∈ V ′.
The Reduction: Given a general input of the VC problem G = (V ,E), V = (v1v2 · · ·vn), E = (e1e2 · · · em), we
construct the input for the generalized function matching as follows.
Define: x0, x1, . . . , xk−1, xj = vi : k different symbols that will be assigned generalized function matching. Refer
to these symbols as pattern variables.
p0,p1, . . . , p2m−1,pj = vi : 2m different symbols whose task is pattern blocks borders.
b0, b1, . . . , b2m−1, bj = vi : 2m different symbols whose task is text blocks borders.
...P ,
...T = xi,pi, bi, vi : pattern and text block separators.
Denote by









t sequential appearances of the pattern or text separator, respectively. We refer to
them as sequential separator sets (of text or pattern).
φ · · ·φ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
t
: t sequential don’t cares.
We are ready to construct the pattern.
PR =


























= p2ix0x1 · · ·xk−1p2i+1.
The text is constructed as follows:
TR =


























= b2i φ · · ·φ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1
vli φ · · ·φ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1




vli and vri are the two vertices of edge ei , and parameter t , the number of separators’ repetitions will be specified later.
The idea of the reduction is to build a text block for every graph edge. This text block contains the two vertices
that define the edge, a lot of don’t cares, whose purpose will be explained in the following lemmas, and two more
symbols, different from all others, that are located at the left and the right block borders. The number of pattern and
text blocks is equal to the number of edges. Every two adjacent blocks are separated by block separators (different in
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block.
Lemma 2. The reduction is polynomial in the size of the input problem.
Proof. Each pattern block contains k xi ’s and 2 different pj ’s. The pattern contains m pattern blocks, so without
counting the pattern separators the size is: | PBlock(i) |m = (k + 2)m, which is O(km).
In the text, every edge appears exactly once and for each of them there is one block. So, a text block contains
2 symbols for 2 edge vertices, 3 sets of k − 1 don’t care and 2 borders symbols. There are |E| = m text blocks, so not
counting the text separators the size is: (2 + 3k − 3 + 2)m = (3k + 1)m, which is O(mk).
Define t , the number of times sequential separators repeat, to be (3k + 1)m, for both pattern and text separators.
The reduction stays polynomial size since the number of separators will be the main part of the pattern and text. The
pattern size is therefore (k + 2)m+ (3k + 1)m(m+ 1) = O(km2), while the text size is also O(km2), it means both of
them are polynomial in the input size. 
Example. V = (1,2, . . . ,9), E = ((1,2), (2,5), (3,5), (1,8)), k = 2, m = 4, thus t = 28.
TR =



















































The next lemma is the main lemma required for the NP-completeness proof.
Lemma 3. ∃ VC of size  k in G = (V ,E) ⇐⇒ there is a text location i, for which ∃f :ΣP → Σ∗T , such that
T (i) = f (P ).
Proof. (⇒) Assume ∃ VC of size k in G. This means there is a set {v′1, v′2, . . . , v′k} = V ′ ⊆ V , ∀ei, ∃v′i ∈ ei ∩V ′. In
this case there is a match located at i = 1 and it is: f (...P ) =
...T , f (xi) = v′i , i = 0, . . . , k − 1, while for every PBlock(q)
match only one xi to v′i , and the rest xr , 0 r  k − 1, r = i will be set to don’t cares that surround the v′i .
Lemma 4. The matching described above exists.
Proof. Based on the VC existence assumption, for every edge (text block) eq , there is at least one symbol v′j ∈ V ′
which is in eq . Thus, for every block q in the text, there is at least one symbol vj ∈ V that belongs to the VC, say
this symbol is v′i . So, v′i is matched by xi . Since there are k − 1 don’t cares on both sides of any vj in the reduced
text, set xr , 0  r  i − 1 to a φ left of v′i and xr , i + 1  r  k − 1 to a φ right of v′i . Assign
...P to
...T since their
number is the same. All other matches are between sets of separators and are not within those sets so there are no
intersections by this matching. This way one can match any pattern blocks q to the parallel text block q , while the
remaining symbols inside the text block will be set to p2q and p2q+1, 0 q  2m − 1. Since to the left and right of
vj in any block q there are at least k symbols (k − 1 don’t cares and one bw), there is always at least one symbol for
any pr . A schematic of this function matching appears below.
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φ · · ·φ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
x0x1 · · ·xi−1
v′i
xi
φ · · ·φ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−i−1
xi+1xi+2 · · ·xk−1






The other v in the text block will be either in the p2q or p2q+1 substring. 
(⇐) Assume ∃ index i, function f :ΣP → Σ∗T such that T (i) = f (P ).
Lemma 5. f (
...P ) =
...T .
Proof. The number of repetitions of the pattern separator
...P is m(3k + 1)(m + 1). It can only be function matched
to a symbol that appears at least m(3k + 1)(m + 1) times. The only such text symbol is ...T and it appears exactly
m(3k + 1)(m + 1) times. Therefore f (...P ) =
...T . 
Lemma 6. Any set of t sequential ...P is matched to set of t sequential
...T .
Proof. Since f (
...P ) =
...T , every
...P is matched to either
...T or φ. But pattern separators are located sequentially, in
sets of (3k + 1)m, while the maximal number of sequential φ in the text is k − 1, which is less than the number
of sequential separators. Thus, it is impossible to match one complete set to sequential don’t cares only. On the
other hand, the symbols immediately to the left and right of a text separator are br and bl , respectively, and they
are different from the text separator symbol. Thus, the only way for generalized function matching of a sequence of
pattern separators is to match it to a sequence of text separators. 
The immediate conclusion from the above lemmas is that every set of sequential pattern separators is matched to
a set of sequential text separators. Moreover, the beginning of this matching is from the first text character: T (0) =
f (P ). This means that for every i, the ith set of pattern separators is assigned to the ith set of text separators. This
leads to the conclusion that the existence of a generalized function matching on a pattern and text constructed by the
reduction causes every pattern block to be matched to the text block with the same index. Schematically we get:
bl φ · · ·φ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1
vl φ · · ·φ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1




plx0x1 · · ·xi−1xixi+1 · · ·xk−1pr .
Lemma 7. For every pattern block p that is generalized function matched to text block p, ∃xi , 0  i  k − 1, such
that for f (xi) = tqp tqp+1 tqr , ∃j such that tqp+j = vl or tqp+j = vr . In other words, either vl or vr is in the sequence
matched by one of the xi ’s.
Proof. We start by claiming that every pattern block has at least one xi that is assigned to some text block symbols
which are not solely don’t cares. This is clear since the maximum number of sequential don’t cares is k − 1, while the
number of sequentially located xi is k, at least one of them matches to non don’t cares symbols.
Moreover, since pl and pr have to be matched to some not empty text symbols, bl will be the first symbol of
pl’s matching, while br has to be the last symbol of pr ’s matching. Thus, for every pattern block q , ∃xi , such that
f (xi) = tqp tqp+1 · · · tqr , where one of the tqi ’s is either vl or vr , the two graph vertices that define the appropriate graph
edge. 
The idea for finding the vertex cover in case of generalized function matching is based on the next simple fact.
The Single Matching Claim. If every xi is matched to exactly one symbol (and the rest of the symbols are matched
to pl and pr ), then the matching is the VC.
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vl or vr (or both) symbol, and adding the assumption that the size of all matchings is exactly 1, one can conclude that
for every block there is exactly one xi that is matched to some vj , while the other pattern variables are matched to φ
in this block. The reason is that around any vj there are k − 1 φ, thus if xi is matched to a vj and the size of every
matching is 1, the other pattern variables should be matched to φ in this particular block. This reasoning is true for all
blocks. Thus, generalized function matching covers every text block and, as a result, every graph edge. The number
of the pattern variables is k, so the vertex cover size is also  k. 
The following lemma shows how to construct a generalized function matching that satisfies the requirement of the
single matching claim, i.e. that |f (xi)| = 1 for all pattern variables xi . Once this is the case, the single matching claim
guarantees the existence of a vertex cover of size k.
Lemma 8. Suppose there is a generalized function matching on the constructed pattern and text and suppose there
are q xi ’s for which (|f (xi)| > 1). Then one can construct another generalized function matching where |f (xi)| = 1,
∀i, 0 i  k − 1.
Proof. By induction on q .
Base Case: q = 1. Assume there is exactly one xi for which |f (xi)| > 1, while for all other pattern variables xw ,
|f (xw)| = 1. It is necessary to show that in this case there is another generalized function matching such that ∀xw, 0
w  k − 1, w = j , |f (xw)| = 1.
Proof. Let xi be the only pattern variable where |f (xi)| > 1. We will show that there is a matching where x0 is the
only pattern variable where |f (x0)| > 1. We do that iteratively by starting from the situation where xi is the only
pattern variable for which |f (xi)| > 1, and creating a matching where xi−1 is the only pattern variable for which
|f (xi−1)| > 1. This iteration is proven by the following lemma.
Lemma 9. Suppose there is exactly one xi so that |f (xi)| = r > 1, while all other pattern variables are matched to
a single symbol. Denote f (xi) = ti0 ti0+1 · · · ti0+r−1, and f (xi−1) = ti0−1. Then one can change the matching so that
f (xi) = ti0+r−1, f (xi−1) = ti0−1ti0 ti0+1 · · · ti0+r−2 and all others pattern variables have the same assignments as they
had had before.
Proof. Suppose that the suggested change is not a correct generalized function matching. This means there is some
text block p that is not the match of pattern block p using the suggested matching. The only pattern variables whose
assignments were changed were xi and xi+1 and they always follow each other. Therefore the generalized function
matching of the pair xi−1xi remains unchanged. Note that if there was injectivity before, it may now be lost, how-
ever, this is not a requirement in function matching. Thus in case of this local change the entire matching will stay
correct. 
The following lemma immediately follows, since one can iteratively “move to the left” the symbol xi such that
|f (xi)| > 1 until it becomes x0.
Lemma 10. Under the induction base case conditions, one can change the generalized function matching so the only
pattern variable that will be matched to more than one symbol will be the first one x0, while the others will be matched
to exactly one text symbol.
Our current situation is that we have a generalized function matching where every pattern variable, except the first,
is matched to a single text symbol. The following lemma shows how to construct a matching where every pattern
variable is matched to a single text symbol, and then by the single matching claim we have a vertex cover.
Lemma 11. If a matching f exists where |f (x0)| > 1, and |f (xi)| = 1, ∀i = 1,2, . . . , k − 1, then ∃ matching f ′ where
|f ′(xi)| = 1, ∀i = 0,1, . . . , k − 1.
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for every block j , f ′(brj ) = f (brj ), f ′(blj ) = f (blj )ti0 ti0+1 · · · ti0+r−2, and f ′(x0) = ti0+r−1.
f ′ is a generalized function matching since there is no problem with the blj because they are different in every
block. f ′(x0) also must match in every block because f (x0) was a function and f ′(x0) is simply the last element of
f (x0). 
Induction Step: Assume correctness for q − 1. Prove the correctness for q .
Let xl be the leftmost pattern variable that satisfies |f (xl)| > 1. Then while all pattern variables xi for i < l are
matched to exactly one text symbol, to the right of xl there are q − 1 = 1 pattern variables that are matched to more
than one text symbol. Consider f (xl+1). One can perform the same trick that had been done in the base case of
the induction—construct a different generalized function matching by transferring all symbols of f (xl) to f (xl+1),
except the first symbol. The correctness of this operation is explained in a similar fashion to that of the base case of
the induction. As a result, |f (xl)| = 1, while |f (xl+1)| > 1 and this is another correct generalized function matching.
If |f (xl+1)| was equal to 1 in the original matching, continue performing this change in right direction until reaching
the first xj where xj+1 satisfies the condition: |f (xj+1)| > 1. Performing the operation now reduces the number of
pattern variables that are matched to more than one symbol to q − 1, so one can use the induction hypothesis and
complete the proof. 
4. Conclusion and open problems
We have shown what is, to our knowledge, the first known pattern matching problem that has a polynomial time
solution for bounded alphabets but is NP-hard for infinite alphabets. It would be interesting to find out whether
the generalized function matching without don’t cares has a polynomial time solution. Also, it is of interest to know
whether generalized parameterized matching is NP-complete or in P . Finally, the generalized function matching
problem has many applications. Thus it is important to find a good approximation to the problem.
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